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Help the cat find her way to the little girl!
CONNECT THE DOTS

Connect the dots to draw the cat from the book!
When you’ve connected all the dots, color in as you like!
Can you find the hidden words of sounds and actions in the word search? The words are hidden in all directions!

RATTLE  CLATTER  CLACK  CLANG  SCAT
SCRAM  SCOOT  SHOO  YAWN

```
R B F L A V O Y F U L C
A W Z Y K A C K U S U L
J R P A A D L N D C Q A
I A A S B W C L A N G T
E T E F H E N T L O W T
V T I V M C A S C A T E
O L K A C E L N H Y X R
U E R L Q W K A R O Q I
S C O O T T E R C A O E
S I C E C R E A M K R A
```
ANSWER KEY

No peeking!

MAZE

CONNECT THE DOTS

WORD SEARCH

R B F L A V O Y F U L C
A W Z Y K A C K U S U L
J R P A A D L N D C Q A
I A A S B W C L A N G T
E T E F H E N T L O W T
V T I V M C A S C A T E
O L K A C E L N H Y X R
U E R L Q W K A R O Q I
S C O O T T E R C A O E
S I C E C R E A M K R A